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We must maintain a receptive attitude 
towards that sort of change and complication 
which is sometimes called progress 



The United States has come to regard itself as 
the common standard of achievement for all 
peoples and all nations 

What follows however 
are matters that merit 
attention… 



North American Indian  

treatment and treaties 

 

Ethic minority or 
afforded separate 
nation status? 





Deforestation 
 

need to preserve / 
restore the habitat of 
a primitive, elusive 
species living in the 

forests of the US 
 

afford tribal 
recognition or list as 

an endangered species  
 



Effect an 
immediate 
moratorium on all 
lumber harvesting 
for a 5 to 10 year 
period pending a 
national 
assessment by BLM  



Investing in China instead of  
Central and South America  

 
 
 
 
 
 

commence a western vs  
a Spanish colonial 

culturalization process 



Reorganize cities and states 

into Bio-Regions 

e.g., Great Lakes Basin 
 





Self-Governance of certain states should be 
rescinded, and put under federal control, for failure 
to meet minimal rule of law standards 

States which should be placed 

under federal control 



Re-configure All Municipalities / Neighborhoods 

into Eco-Villages 



Public Orchards 
a collection of fruit trees shared by communities and 
growing in publicly accessible areas such as parks and 
schools 

The government 
should declare 
eminent domain 
in order to create 
“greenspaces” 



Eliminate all commercial, for-profit, 

private sector farm / food operations 

US Gov 

Food  

Coop 

People’s Food Depository 
for citizens in good standing 

# 5 #5 





Restore the Light Rail / 
Interurban Network 

Across the Nation  
Connecting 
Small Cities 



Abolish private ownership of automobiles, apply 
fleet management concepts, limit types and 
number of vehicles in use at any given time to 
prevent congestion, and avoid parking problems 

100% 
Made and 
Maintained 
in the USA 
using bio-fuel  
with high mpg 
or batteries 



Restore to Service 

the Miles of Railroad 

Tracks Abandoned  

Across the Country 



Prohibit All Long-Haul Freight Trucking 
over 25 miles from Point A to Point B 



Deny the existence 
of, or assigning equal  
status to, Alternative 
Medicine as valid,  
recognized and  
established  
healthcare 



The federal 
government should 
fund research in 
technology and 
invention that would 
improve the quality 
of life (vs weapons) 



Industries considered essential to the well being 
of the country, to meet the needs of the people, 

should be nationalized, and placed under 

government control 

Example: 

standard “Garage 

Oxford” shoes 

produced in 

government 

factories at cost 



Only individuals who demonstrate the 
necessary  “Knowledge, Skills and Abilities” 
(KSA) should be allowed to vote, and will be 

required to vote 



Access to education and the American 
Dream should be available to all on the 

basis of merit, and not privilege 



The US Department of Education should establish 
a greater presence on the internet  / social media, 
as the voice of America to the nation on social 
issues 



The United States should offer “immigration 
incentives” in order to persuade the best and 
brightest of other countries to locate here 



Whereas mounting 
evidence clearly shows 
that the Democrats 
cheated in 2020, claiming 
that Joe Biden was elected, 
he should ressign and be 
relaced with Bernie 
Sanders 



Any group  of employees should be able to 
organize for the purpose of mutual 
protection, without complication, in order to 
counter and reverse, social stratification 



Enact  legislation to 
preserve,  protect, reward 
and recognize the federal 
employee workforce as the 
most important feature of 
our nation’s infrastructure 



Standardize English 

and Establish it as  

the Common Language 

for All Commerce 



Adoption of a Comprehensive Natural Resource 
Management Policy vs Climate Change (HR 598  
Earth Bill) 



Regulating or Replacing Wall Street 
(+ entire business sector) with investments 
for the people and not for profit by a few  



Mistaken Assumption There Has Been Continuous 
Improvement in the Standard of Living under Free 
Market Capitalism 
 
Since 1790 there have been as many as 47 economic 
Depressions / Recessions in the United States 
  
1807 – 1814 
1837 – 1844 
1893 – 1898 
1929 - 1941 
 



Despite claims to the contrary, capitalism does not 
work, resulting in numerous instances of abrupt 
unemployment, and socioeconomic stratification.   
A transition to a socialist society should commence, 
with planned research and development projects. 



The US government has concealed from the public 
retrieval of an alien spacecraft on July 8, 1947 in 
Roswell, NM 



#1 Mistake 
Failure to Arrest and Jail Donald Trump 



Thank You for Coming! 


